
Good afternoon 
 
The NZRA wishes to file the following brief submission on your current inquiry on behalf of one of our 
members Progressive Enterprises Ltd. 
 
The comments which we have obtained from the company are set out below: 
 
“ While the Productivity Commission Inquiry focuses on International Freight Transport Services, it is 
the efficiency of the overall network that PEL sees as paramount, because critical to all New Zealand 
businesses is the reduction of lead times to and from markets, domestic or international. 
 
PEL Logistics supports the development of domestic transport infrastructure in New Zealand that 
provides a range of services which allows the opportunity to seek a combination of cost, service and 
frequency to best meet our requirements but does not require extensive Supply chain reengineering 
or limit our modal choices. 
 
Focusing on ocean freight, New Zealand ports have to align with our Rail and Road Transport 
infrastructure in a consolidated approach to achieve the most efficient outcome.  
 
For Example, the desire to develop ports that can handle Super-sized ships carrying more shipping 
containers also requires rail and roading network development in order to support the faster 
turnaround of consolidated shipping volumes, while at the same time focusing on reducing urban 
congestion problems. 
 
PEL also considers safety and sustainability as important drivers for freight infrastructure. Improved 
planning and management of New Zealand's transport Infrastructure will also reduce the number  of 
heavy vehicles on our roads, making these safer and less congested. With increased understanding 
of freight carbon emissions on our imported and exported goods also, a higher standard of 
sustainable supply chain management is also seen as critical.  
 
Specific areas PEL Logistics see as being important: 
 

• Infrastructure projects that focus on reducing major urban centre congestion 
• Improved National roading networks that support larger vehicles-           
• The  development of specific freight corridors particularly within the golden triangle 

(Auckland, Tauranga, Waikato) 
• Improved access to ports; Faster clearance of import volumes supported by a multimodal 

approach 
• Substantial investments in rail to boost transit speeds, reliability, service frequency, 

Network coverage and also equipment to meet future expectations 
• Improved Coastal Shipping options with more consistent scheduling and direct inter 

Island services 
• Adequate capital investment in the National Roading Network to support safer Heavy 

Vehicle traffic movements” 
 
We understand that Foodstuffs is likely to present its own submission directly to the Commission. 
 
We did have some correspondence with the then Government on freight rates in 2004 and if the 
Commission would like to review that we would be happy to provide copies directly to the 
Commission. 
 
Please confirm if you would like to receive copies of that correspondence 
 
We trust these comments albeit brief are helpful 
Kind regards 
Barry Hellberg 
31/8/2011 

 


